Results of integration of a Lorentz equation for a relativistic electron moving in the field of running, plane, linear polarized electromagnetic wave are presented in the paper. It is shown that electron velocities in the field of the wave are almost periodic functions of time.
INTRODUCTION
Today a method of generation of intense, short-wave radiation under interaction of an intense electromagnetic wave with relativistic electrons moving toward the wave front (Compton backscattering) is widely discussed [1, 2] . Analytical investigations of the process can be carried out both as well with quantum electrodynamics as with classical electrodynamics approaches. According to the generally accepted quantum electrodynamics approach interaction of an electron with an electromagnetic wave is described by KleinNishina formula which is applicable only for an interacting wave with low intensity [3] . In other words, the model is adequate when one electron interacts simultaneously only with one photon. If external field is more intensive (the number of photons in an oscillation mode N ph are 1) the further derivation has to be produced. At the limit (at N ph ), according to Bohr correspondence principle, scattering of an electromagnetic wave on an electron has to be described as well with quantum as with classical electrodynamics. However, it is worth to note, that development of theory of interaction of an intense electromagnetic wave with an electron is very time-consuming and complicated way [see for example 4] . At the same time, as it seems to us, using of the classical electrodynamics approach allows to consider the task with simpler methods and to investigate as well an electron dynamics in the field of external electromagnetic field as effect of the external field intensity on spectrum and intensity of the generated radiation.
ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
Let us consider a relativistic electron with energy E 0 , moving in laboratory coordinate frame under angles 1 , 2 , 3 toward plane, linear polarized, electromagnetic wave with field intensity E . The wave is running along x axis (Fig. 1) . and are polar angles to an observer. Electrical component of the field can be written as: (2) where is the field frequency, is an initial value of the wave phase relative to the interacting electron, z E is projection of electrical components of the field onto axis z. Other projections are 0 , 0 E E x . Let normal to the front of the running wave n will have direction which coincides with x axis. Vector of magnetic field is:
where i n , i is unit vector of x axis.
After projecting (1) onto coordinate frame axes each out of three projections can be integrated at least one time and as a result we obtain: And substituting (9) into (4-6), we obtain:
Integrating, we obtain the following: 
It is seen from expressions (10) that components of electron velocity are rational functions of function F , which satisfies a wave equation. Expressions (11-13) completely describe an electron motion in the field of electromagnetic wave. As one can see electron trajectories are not just "SIN" or "COS" like trajectories as it was supposed for example in [5] , but have a strong dependence on intensity of an interacting wave, phase and angles of interaction.
PARAMETERS OF GENERATED RADIATION
It is known that functions satisfying a wave equation are almost periodical functions of t in Hilbert space. So, we can make obvious supposition that rational functions of almost periodical function are almost periodical functions of time too. And, as it is known from Fourier series theory, almost periodical functions can be expanded in generalized Fourier series.
Thus, magnetic component of the field radiated by the electron on far distance (distance is longer then radiation wavelength) can be expressed in the following form [6] : Let us compare obtained results with quantum electrodynamics formulas for the first radiation harmonic ( 1 f ) [7] . The results for energy of the first harmonic of scattered radiation depending on initial electron energy are coincided completely for both approaches. Fig. 2 shows energy of the scattered radiation depending on interaction angle for initial electron beam energy equal to 100 MeV. As one can see the coincidence of the results is practically ideal. But under small interaction angles (electron and wave move in the same direction) there is a difference in radiation energy value was caused by the fact that formulas [7] did not take into account relativistic factor . Such consideration was carried out in [8] . The natural result is that under zero interaction angle the energy of scattered radiation is equal to initial wave energy. Figure 4 . The energy of the first harmonic of scattered radiation depending on intensity of initial wave and phase of interaction (interaction angle equal to , E 0 =100 MeV).
To determine intensity of the radiation we will use the following well known expression [6] It is needed to make integration in expression (14). And then, we change over direction to observer angles 1 , 2 and 3 in the laboratory coordinate frame to angles in spherical coordinate frame and . Thus, substituting square of module from expression (15) and using expression (20), we obtain radiation intensity. Dependence of scattered radiation intensity on observer angles is shown on Fig. 5 Figure 5 . The scattered radiation intensity depending on observer angles (interaction angle equal to , E 0 =100 MeV, A=0.001 J, I = 0.01 A)
CONCLUSION
Thus, using classical electrodynamics approach we succeeded to obtain trajectories of an electron motion in the field of electromagnetic wave. Then, using a fact that obtained solutions are almost periodical functions we used generalized Fourier series and derived expressions for frequencies of the scattered radiation harmonics and spectrum of the radiation intensity. Obtained expressions allow investigating as well electron beam dynamics in laser electron X-ray generators as dependences of generated radiation parameters.
